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Abstract: 

The art of printed fashion is one of the plastic arts and applies all the technical rules of plastic 

arts. In the 20th century we find the remarkable relationship between the modern artistic trends 

and the fashion innovations. This comes from the automaticity of the age. We find that the 

factors that affect the formative artists from modern art schools and artists Fashion is common, 

but a fashion artist can not escape from reality to fantasy, but he has to live reality so that he 

can produce his society and benefit from it around to produce innovative designs that meet the 

needs of individuals. The fashion industry also plays an important and effective role in the 

economy of the country in all its circumstances and environment through the export, import and 

trade movements. This gives the country economic development opportunities. The fashion 

industry is a proof of the progress of the country and its economy. In developing the national 

income of the country. 

We will be exposed through this event to the extent of the impact of modern art on the design 

of printed fashion and fashion students and the importance of this relationship and the ability to 

create creative designs printed inspired by modern art using various printing techniques and 

display their innovative designs and the ability to compete with international fashion houses 

where they win that experience The ability to get out of the labor market and the opportunity to 

start thinking about small projects that contribute to support the country in the current period. 

In the research we will discuss the following axes: 

• The relationship of fashion design to modern art. 

• Provide students with the possibility of creating fashion designs related to the design inspired 

by modern art. 

• Make the student how to implement designs using different printing methods. 

• Providing the student with the ability to present design ideas through a fashion show. 
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